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Developing microfluidics for rapid
protoplasts collection and lysis from
plant leaf

Min-Sheng Hung and Jia-Hao Chang

Abstract
This study develops polydimethylsiloxane microfluidics to enable real-time collection and lysis of Phalaenopsis protoplasts
and to analyze and compare the protoplast collecting efficiency of a concave sieving array with that of a convex–concave
sieving array. Each set of microfluidics comprises a main flow channel and a protoplast sieving array with collecting chan-
nels. The protoplasts were isolated from Phalaenopsis leaves by an enzymatic breakdown of the cell walls and collected in
side channels through microsieves. Finally, 1% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate solution was injected into lysed protoplasts,
and the DNA segment of the lysed protoplasts was released into the solution. The results indicate that the concave siev-
ing array at the U-bend of the main flow channel causes the protoplasts to flow back into the main flow channel from
the collecting channels. Thus, the protoplast collecting efficiency of the concave sieving array was lower in this study.
Regarding the number and arrangement of protoplast microsieves, the convex–concave sieving array substantially
restricts protoplasts from flowing back into the main flow channel, thereby increasing the collecting efficiency. Finally,
DNA is released from lysed protoplasts after the injection of a lysis solution. DNA flow can be focused into a single
stream to contact the rectangular microstructures in microchannels.
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Introduction

In recent years, the speed of technology used for decod-
ing gene sequences has significantly improved. In addi-
tion to animal and plant DNA, the genomes of bacteria
and even viruses have been successfully sequenced.
However, because of varying operating conditions, the
time required for sample analysis differs. Furthermore,
the cost of analysis is high and the sample pre-
processing procedures present complications. Therefore,
a microfabricated real-time platform that can perform
detections using a small sample and reagents must be
developed to reduce costs and analysis time.

Numerous researchers and specialists have explored
the application of microchips to biological samples (e.g.
blood, tissue, cells, proteins and nucleic acids) for more
efficient analysis. Thus, the objective of this study is to
employ microfabrication technologies to construct a
microanalysis system that uses a small analytical sam-
ple and a biochemical reagent to detect biological sam-
ples. The results can hopefully contribute to developing
a micro total analysis system (m-TAS),1–3 shortening
sample analysis time and reducing analysis costs.

The current biological or medical procedures used to
analyze samples in common laboratories involving
complex fluids with cells (e.g. blood) typically require
preparative collection of cells or even molecules. Thus,
cell collection presents a major obstacle inm-TAS devel-
opment.3 The most straightforward method of cell
separation in microfluidic systems is to use filtration
sieves under laminar flow. These studies are used for
cell separation based on the cell size and morphology.4

For example, Kuo et al.5 designed and used microflui-
dics to capture cancer cells by separating cells according
to size. In this method, cell solution was passed through
microchannels before the larger cancer cells were cap-
tured by the channels within the structure; then, the
other substances flowed towards the waste outlet. If the
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cell size and morphology are similar, such as the live
and dead cells, cell isolation becomes difficult.

Current cell separation techniques that employ
microfluidics and non-inertial forces include dielectro-
phoretic force using cell size and dielectric properties to
isolate cells;6,7 optical force using a focused laser beam
to trap cells;8 and magnetic force using magnetic beads
to label cells.9 For example, Lien et al.10 used magnetic
forces to separate cells. In their study, air pressure was
used to control the mixing and flow direction of the
liquid before modified magnetic beads were added to
the solution. Then cancer cells in the blood were cap-
tured using the antigen–antibody binding method. The
integrated numerous separation methods can be used
to separate mixtures of two or more cells based on the
varied separation modes, resolution, efficiency and
physiological effects.

Cell lysis is the first step in detecting substance (e.g.
nucleic acid, proteins) in a cell. Several research groups
have lysed cells with physical and chemical methods.11

Common physical methods for implementation of cell
lysis involve mechanical force or an electric field. Li and
Harrison12 controlled the flow of the cell solution using
electro-osmosis while simultaneously injecting a sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution for cell lysis. After lysis,
the released cellular materials were recovered using an
electric field. Wang and Lu13 designed microfluidic
channels with geometric variation to lyse cells by inten-
sifying the electric field at narrow sections of the micro-
channels. Their results showed that at higher electric
field, cells lysis took only a few milliseconds. Sasuga
et al.14 manufactured microporous structures from
micro arrays to capture cells before performing cell lysis
using CelLytic-M. Vulto et al.15 designed a microchip
for cell lysis and RNA purification; as the cell was
lysed, RNA was extracted using gel electrophoresis.
The experiment showed that after cell lysis, short frag-
ments of RNA were obtained immediately without
removing impurities. Terao et al.16 fabricated micro-
structures that captured yeast cells while lysing the yeast
cells with a lysis solution and stretching DNA. Hung
and Chen17 integrated atomic force microscope (AFM)
and electro-osmosis and used the AFM’s tip to lyse
human cells that were immobilized to the glass surface
and stretch DNA.

Most previous studies have demonstrated cell
separation, collection and cell lysis using animal or
human samples (e.g. blood, tissue biopsies, etc.). Few
studies have used microchips or microdevices to con-
duct plant analysis; for example, root-developing
effects18 or pollen tube growth.19 Therefore, this
study develops a microfluidic device to demonstrate
the rapid collection and lysis of plant cells from plant
leaves.

One difference between a plant cell and an animal
cell is that plant cells have a cell wall composed primar-
ily of cellulose. This wall maintains the outer shape of
the cell. Thus, to extract substances from the plant cell,
the cell wall must be removed. Plant cells with their cell

wall removed are called protoplasts. The traditional
method for extracting protoplasts includes enzymatic
lysis of the cell wall, filtration of impurities and proto-
plast collection after centrifugation.

This study uses microfabrication combined with
trace drugs to develop a microfluidics device that can
isolate, collect and lyse orchid protoplasts.
Protoplasts are isolated using an enzymatic solution
and filtered by designed microsieves on the U-bends
of the main flow channel to collect protoplasts. The
protoplasts are lysed with a SDS solution to release
DNA. We demonstrate real-time protoplasts collec-
tion and lysis in the microfluidic device. This plat-
form can be applied to rapid DNA analysis and
viruses detection in plant cells.

Materials and methods

The microfluidic device design is shown in Figure 1(a).
In this study, the microsieves in the U-bend of the main
flow channel have two designs: a concave sieving array
and a convex–concave sieving array. The concave siev-
ing array design has a protoplast sieving array (with a
square length of 25mm) covering the concave surface
of the U-bend (on the left side of Figure 1(b)). For the
convex–concave sieving array, the protoplast sieving
array (with a square length of 50mm) is placed on the
convex surface at the entrance of the U-bend and on
the concave surface where fluid exits the U-bend
(shown on the right side of Figure 1(b)). The widths of
the main flow channel and the protoplast-collecting
channels are 600mm and 300mm, respectively. The dis-
tance between the microsieves is 10mm. In addition,
Figure 1(c) shows a rectangular microstructure (with a
square length of 60mm) designed as a nucleic acid anal-
ysis zone. Because the microsieves in the U-bends have
10-mm gaps, only protoplasts can pass through; thus,
the impurities (larger than 10mm) remain in the main
flow channel.

This study used negative photoresist SU8-2025 and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to fabricate microflui-
dics for protoplasts collection and lysis. A glass was
spin coated with negative photoresist and then soft
baked, post-exposure baked and developed, and
washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized
(D.I.) water. The microchannels fabricated from SU8-
2025 were approximately 60mm thick. The fabricated
negative photoresist structure was cast with PDMS
mixture (Sylgard 184 A:B = 10:1, Dow Corning) and
heated for PDMS thermal curing (100 �C for 1 h).20

After the PDMS mould was stripped, PDMS surface
modification was conducted with oxygen plasma to
enable bonding with a glass. The fabricated PDMS
microfluidic device is shown in Figure 2(a). The experi-
mental system set-up is shown in Figure 2(b). The
microfluidic device was placed on the inverted fluores-
cent microscope platform (IX71, Olympus, Japan) and
the flow of solution in it was driven with a peristaltic
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pump (ISMATEC, 11446), which was arranged down-
stream of the chip and interfaced with thin soft tube.

The orchid samples used for this experiment were
Phalaenopsis Chiada Pioneer (kindly supply from the
Horticultural Technology Center in National Chiayi
University). We obtained a suitable portion of a
Phalaenopsis leaf. The leaf surface was cleaned with
70% ethanol for sterilization and put in the inlet of the
microfluidic device. The cell wall was degraded by
injecting enzyme solution and the protoplasts were
obtained; meanwhile, the nucleic acid dye 4’-6-diami-
dino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was added to observe
fluorescence of the protoplasts.

To analyze the protoplast collection efficiency, we
used software (COMSOL Multiphysics 3.3) to simulate
the flow field of the main flow channel. The following
conditions and governing equation were assumed and
applied: incompressible three-dimensions for the
Navier–Stokes equation, zero as the inlet pressure for
the initial condition, 1ml/min and 5ml/min for the flow
rates and no-slip for the boundary condition.

r � V=0 ð1Þ

r
∂V

∂t
+V � rV

� �
= �rp+ rg+mr2V ð2Þ

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of orchid protoplasts collection and lysis microfluidic device: (a) the microfluidic device; (b) concave
sieving array (left side) and convex–concave sieving array (right side). The dotted lines of A-A and B-B indicate the entrance and the
exit of the U-bend respectively. (c) Enlarged view of protoplasts lysis zone.
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In the equations, p is the pressure, r is the density of the
fluid, m represents the absolute viscosity, V signifies the vec-
tor of flow velocity, t is the time, and finally g is the vector
of gravity acceleration (see notation list in Appendix 1).

Experimental procedure: feed 0.15 g of leaves
cut into lengths of 1–2 mm into the inlet of microflui-
dic device, add 400ml of enzyme solution (10 mM
2-(N-Morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES), 0.6M
mannitol, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.75% macerozyme, 1.5%
cellulase, 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 5 mM
b-mercaptoethanol), and inject isotonic MES buffer
solution (pH5.7, 4 mM MES) into both protoplasts
collecting channels at room temperature. As the solu-
tion flows towards the outlets by using the peristaltic
pump, the wall-free protoplasts are filtered using a
sieving array, and enter the collecting channels. The
protoplasts flow to the confluence of the collecting
channels and are guided into the lysis zone. After
protoplast lysis, DNA is released into the solution,
which flows towards the rectangular microstructures.

3. Results and discussion

To compare the protoplast collection speed between
the traditional method and that proposed in this study,
we collected protoplasts using the traditional method
in steps as listed below.

1. Plant leaves were obtained and wiped with 70%
ethanol.

2. Leaves were cut into lengths of approximately 1
mm and placed in a culture dish before adding an
enzymatic solution.

3. The mixture was placed under a vacuum for 30 min.
4. The mixture was incubated at room temperature

for 2 h; after every 10 min of incubation, the dish
was shaken.

5. Filtration was carried out using a 70mm nylon cell
filter and centrifuge.

6. The supernatant was removed and the protoplasts
were suspended in buffer solution, centrifuged
again; the washing process was repeated three
times.

7. Finally, the protoplasts were put in suspension
using 0.5 ml of buffer solution.

The protoplast extraction experiment took approxi-
mately 4 h to complete, and the results are shown in
Figure 3. These results reveal that a large amount of
chloroplasts was observed in the extracted solution
because of the disrupted protoplasts. Some non-
degraded cell walls and other impurities were also pres-
ent. Additionally, a small amount of intact protoplasts
were extracted.

In this study, a microfluidic device is developed for
collecting protoplasts. By placing the microfluidic
device on the microscope platform, connecting the peri-
stalsis pump at the exit, and placing the leaves, enzyme
solution and buffer at the inlet, protoplasts were
observed in the main channel after approximately 20
min. The protoplasts flowed toward the concave siev-
ing array of the main flow channel at a rate of 5ml/

(a)

(b)

PDMS microfluidic device

Microscope
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Figure 2. (a) Photograph of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
microfluidic device; (b) schematic diagram of experimental
system set-up.

Figure 3. Photographs of separated protoplasts: (a)
protoplasts in culture dish; (b) enlarged view of protoplasts.
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min, as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b) (indicated by a
white arrowhead). Meanwhile, we found that some
protoplasts in the outer collecting channel flowed back
into the main channel through the sieving array when
the solution passed the entrance to the U-bends (data
not shown).

Figure 4(c) to (f) shows the results of protoplast col-
lection using a convex–concave sieving array in the U-
bends of the microfluidic device. The protoplast flows

through the microsieves on the concave surface and
into the collecting channel (indicated by a white arrow-
head in Figure 4(c) and (d)). At the U-bends’ entrance,
the protoplasts sieving array is placed on the convex
surface to allow the protoplasts to flow into the inner
collecting channels (data not shown). The protoplasts
sieving array is designed on the concave surface,
whereas the solid wall is designed on the convex surface
as fluid exits each bend. This enables the protoplasts to

Figure 4. Photographs of protoplast collection using concave sieving array ((a) and (b)) and convex–concave sieving array ((c) to
(f)). In the figure, protoplasts are in the main flow channel ((a) and (c)) and flow into the collecting channel ((b) and (d)) at the
U-bend. For the convex–concave sieving array, it is observed that the protoplasts in the collecting channel (e) will not flow back to
the main flow channel (f).
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flow into the outer collecting channel; protoplasts col-
lected in the inner collecting channel will not flow back
to the main flow channel (indicated by a white arrow-
head in Figure 4(e) and (f)).

To compare the protoplast collecting efficiency
between the concave sieving array and the convex–
concave sieving array, the protoplast amounts at vari-
ous flow rates were collected (for 10 s) at the confluence
of the collecting channels. The number of times the pro-
toplasts calculation was carried out for both two micro-
sieves designs was nine on different days. The
observation and collection results are shown in Figure
5. The result indicates that the number of protoplasts
collected increases at higher flow rates, regardless of the
variation in sieving array. At a flow rate of 55ml/min,
the protoplast collecting efficiency of the convex–
concave sieving array is superior to that of the concave
sieving array. This is because the number of protoplasts
in the collecting channel increased and did not flow
back into the main flow channel at higher flow rates.

To analyze the flow characteristics of the U-bends,
the software was used to simulate the flow in the main
flow channel. Figure 6 shows the velocity distribution
of varied flow rates at half the channel height. These
results reveal that within the flow field, the velocity dis-
tribution has a similar trend regardless of varied flow
rates. At the U-bends’ entrance, the flow velocity is
increased on the convex surface and the velocity vectors
arrows are towards the convex surface. At the U-bends’
exit, the velocity vectors shift toward the concave sur-
face and move away from the convex surface. The
simulated results for the flow at the U-bend also indi-
cate that the convex–concave sieving array can prevent
back-flowing of filtrate from the collecting channels
into the main flow channel as the fluid path curves
along the U-bend. Therefore, the design of a convex–
concave sieving array enhances its protoplast collecting
efficiency compared to that of the concave sieving
array. In addition, the time for protoplast collection in
this study was reduced to approximately 0.5 h.

The protoplasts lysis results by using microfluidics
with convex–concave sieving array are shown in Figure
7. The protoplasts in both collecting channels flow

towards the confluence and the lysis zone. The lysis
solution of 1% SDS was injected into the lysis zone
from two inlets (indicated by two white arrowheads in
Figure 7(a) and (b)). The two injecting SDS solutions
are to focus the protoplasts stream and to sheath a core
stream in the microchannel (Figure 7(a) and (b)), as
stated by Simonnet and Groisman.21 In Figure 7, the
protoplasts lysis and DNA release is observed using
fluorescence. Because neither of the two injecting SDS
solutions contains DNA, only the DNA fluorescence in
the core stream is observed, as shown in Figure 7(b).
The DNA flow in the center is focused to a single
stream and extended to the downstream of the channel,
as shown in Figure 7(c) (flow rate of 5ml/min) and (e)
(flow rate of 1ml/min). The extending DNA stream
makes contact with rectangular microstructures in
microchannels (Figure 7(d) and (f)). Meanwhile, compar-
ing the fluorescence intensity of the focused stream
between the lower and higher flow rates, the fluorescence
intensity of DNA at the higher flow rate of 5ml/min is
increased (Figure 7(c) and (d)). This result indicates
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Figure 5. The amount of protoplasts at various flow rates
collected at the confluence of the collection channels for the
concave sieving array and the convex–concave sieving array (for
10 s).

Figure 6. The simulated results for the flow at the U-bend: (a)
mesh generation for computation; (b) at a flow rate of 1 ml/min;
(c) at a flow rate of 5 ml/min (arrows indicate the velocity
vectors).
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that the amount of DNA content within the stream
is larger, which suggests that the protoplasts lysis process
is more effective at a high flow rate than at a low flow
rate.

4. Conclusions

This study has developed a microfluidics device that is
capable of the real-time isolation, collection and lysis

of protoplasts from plant leaves. To achieve rapid pro-
toplasts collection, the microsieves in the PDMS micro-
fluidics device were used to isolate the protoplasts. The
procedure of protoplasts collection and lysis was inte-
grated with an image process system for real-time
observation. When injecting enzyme solution, the
microfluidics device successfully isolated and collected
protoplasts from Phalaenopsis leaves. To compare the
efficiency of protoplast collection, the flow simulation

Figure 7. Photographs of protoplasts lysis and DNA release: (a) the bright field view of sheath flow; (b) the fluorescence view of
protoplasts lysis; (c) extending DNA stream at 5 ml/min; (d) DNA stream making contact with microstructures at 5 ml/min;
(e) extending DNA stream at 1 ml/min; (f) DNA stream making contact with microstructures at 1 ml/min.
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result of the U-bend was used to analyze the arrange-
ment of microsieves in the main flow channel. The
experiment and simulation results indicate that the pro-
toplast collecting efficiency is higher for the convex–
concave sieving array when compared with the concave
sieving array at a flow rate of 55ml/min. In addition,
we reduced the protoplast collection time in this study
to approximately 0.5 h, compared to the 4 h required
by the traditional method. After the injection of 1%
SDS lysis solution at a higher flow rate of 5ml/min,
protoplasts were rapidly lysed within the microchannels
and released DNA into the solution. The flow of lysed
protoplasts focuses to a single stream by sheath flow
and makes contact with microstructures in the micro-
channels. These results suggest that rapid plant proto-
plast collection and lysis can be applied to accelerate
the detection of plant DNA or RNA. In future work,
we will immobilize a fluorescent labeled nucleic acid
probe on the rectangular microstructures in the micro-
fluidic device. This would then be used to detect viruses
rapidly in plant cells or for plant DNA analysis.
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Appendix 1

Notation

g gravity acceleration (m/s2)
p pressure (N/m2)
t time (s)
V flow velocity (m/s)

m absolute viscosity (N s/m2)
r density of fluid (kg/m3)
r del vector operator
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